Application for Risk & Finance Graduate position at Danske Commodities

Cand.oecon with relevant experience and strong analytical skills
The opportunity of being a graduate in a fast paced company like Danske Commodities with the
steep learning curve it ensures is a challenge I wouldn’t miss. Moreover, with my theoretical
knowledge and practical experience in energy markets I genuinely feel that I can contribute at
Danske Commodities and therefore I apply for the Risk & Finance graduate position where I can
contribute with
• A profound knowledge and experience with energy markets
• Theoretical and practical experience with energy derivatives modeling
• Hard work and strong analytical skills
Numbercruncher with solid experience in energy markets
From my studentjob at Scanenergi A/S I have a solid experience with energy markets, ranging from
how trading is done in practice at Nordpool and how the Danish energy infrastructure functions
to estimating and implementing complex pricing models. For this reason I will therefore quickly
be able to get to working and contributing at Danske Commodities. As I have previously worked
with complex models for pricing and hedging all sorts of exotic energy derivatives this is one area
where I can take part in the work from day one, and just imagine what would be possible after I
have completed the graduate programme.
Hardworking and appreciates a steep learning curve
With me as your new graduate, you will get a hardworking and ambitious employee, who really
likes being busy, and this have come to show in the fact that I at times have had three or four
part time jobs simultaneously beside my master studies, and still managed good academic results.
Moreover, during my studies I have spent every opportunity of working with others on project
related courses, which have honed my skills in working close together in teams most often in
uncharted waters. The steep learning curve and close teamwork sounds much alike to how it is
working at Danske Commodities, and for this reason I am confident that I will fit into your graduate
programme.
As your future colleague
As an employee and colleague, I place great stock in honesty and saying things as they are. At
my work, I am known for always lending a hand and assisting with anything from professional
sparring with my senior colleagues to helping with Excel. As your future employee, I can aid in the
development and improvement of the financial models from day one, and be a help in giving Danske
Commodities an edge in the rapidly evolving energy markets. I look forward to hearing from you,
in which case I will gladly go into more detail of how I can contribute at Danske Commodities.

With kind regards
Casper Venning Pedersen

